CONGRATULATIONS! HASEEB FAKHAR AKHUND
Haseeb Fakhar Akhund student of BS(Accounting & Finance)–
VIII semester have been selected in ‘The Washington Center
(TWC) Program’ for Spring Semester 2016. He is a scholar
IHSAN TRUST under the National Talent Hunt Program of
Batch 2012. It is a great honor for the IHSAN TRUST and IBA
that he has made it to TWC and would be spending his 8th
semester at Washington DC.
Program Details:
In 1975, William and Sheila Burke set out to create an
organization that would provide college students from all
backgrounds and income levels with an opportunity to take
their classroom learning into a professional internship setting.
The organization they created is The Washington Center for Internships and Academic Seminars.
More than 35 years later, The Washington Center is the largest academic internship program in the
country and in the world. Today, college students are immersed in a uniquely intense and productive
living, working, and learning program. The transformational effect that this experience has on
students remains the same as it was once envisioned by the Burkes.
More than 50,000 students have benefited from our numerous internship programs and academic
seminars. Alumni agree that their TWC experience helped them develop job skills, discover their
passion, make invaluable professional and personal connections, gain access, set a plan for the
future and strengthen their desire to give back to their communities.
The program comprises of the following events:






Simpson-Mineta Leaders Series
Career Boot Camp
Global Citizenship Day
Simpson-Mineta Leaders Series
National Security Academic Seminar

We wish Haseeb Fakhar Akhund all the success and hope that he will bring a good name to the
NTHP/IBA during his stay at TWC. Haseeb Fakhar Akhund has indeed paved the way for the future
bright scholars of the less privileged areas of Pakistan to excel in their fields and adopt a more global
perspective towards study and carrier.
We the team of National Talent Hunt Program and IHSAN Trust is proud of his achievement and
success that he has made through the IBA platform.
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